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Hi, WinAVR developer here, I have been trying to make an instrument plugin based on a ATZ monophonic synth, etc, and I have managed to get to where I can reverse polarity on the ADSR. Control the ADSR via MIDI so its a â€œrelativelyâ€� easy task, but I have been looking for a
way to open the arpeggiator and trigger notes via midi. Would it be possible to send the individual midi messages, one note for the first and one for the second, etc, and to control it via midi messages? For example, an arpeggiator is at range 1, a note is range 2, then a note is range 4,
etc. So one midi message is heard and the instrument plugins turns â€œon,â€� another midi message turns it off and another midi message playing a note, and so on. Of course I could write this out, but I am asking if I could somehow use midi messages to control the arpeggiator or if

there is something built into the arpeggiator that can be controlled via midi. 7aliens catanya 2.0.2
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